Fundraising for Medical and Health Care Purposes

You may have a local hospital that is in need of a new cancer wing or a new piece of equipment that costs thousands of dollars and would increase area employment in jobs nursing or other health care jobs. I’m sure you have heard of localities that have annual Hospital Balls that are the social event of the year, with all proceeds going to the hospital for their new pet project. Fundraising for Medical and Health Care Purposes is not only a good way to give back to the community, but it is big business.

Many medical jobs depend on the condition and technology of a hospital. Since much of this equipment costs hundreds of thousands of dollars, many metropolitan hospitals may refer patients for these rarer tests or procedures. But in more suburban or rural types of hospitals, fundraising is often needed to purchase any additional equipment with their limited budgets and no nearby hospital to share expenses with.

Health care jobs are a rapidly expanding occupation, as the population ages and the baby boomers get into prime health care years. Jobs nursing are in big demand and a lucrative way to help people and make good money with limited training.

Other medical jobs can help people and require no training except for ideas, energy, and connections to host events for fundraising for the hospital. These can involve the typical fundraising ideas of golf tournaments, silent auctions of donated gifts from area businesses, or elaborate balls with high prices per plate and drink, the product is donated, and so are the proceeds from the fundraiser.

Fundraising is available in many different fields, such as for business ventures, equities and non-profit organizations and associations. Fundraising for medical and health care purposes differs slightly in that it is generally for a much-needed piece of equipment or life-saving procedure. Some hospital fundraising may be structured in the form of a Hospital Ladies Auxiliary or a Fundraising committee or board.

These people often work year around in various means of fundraising to work towards a large goal by hosting events, requesting charitable contributions from philanthropists and businesses, or holding raffles. They normally hold and add annual events that are successful to make the job more effective, and eliminate those that are too-labor intensive or lack interest.

Health care jobs and other medical jobs depend on the success of the hospital and the equipment they have at their disposal. It often is up to these people to determine a need for certain equipment they have a demand for and set the budget or goal to be raised during the fundraising events.

Fundraising jobs for medical and health care purposes not only require a variety of skills and organization, but ideas that are creative, will be profitable and generate interest in the needs of the organization. Event planning is a big portion of this job position, and the ability to raise money creatively in large amounts is necessary.

For example, some Hospital Ladies Auxiliaries may have some of the community’s most influential women on the board, and they use their connections to raise funds without an event, or help find one that would interest their contributors. While there are many volunteer fundraisers in the medical and health care field, there are hospitals that have a department or person designated in charge as a medical jobs position.

Fundraising for medical and health care purposes may require knowing tax guidelines as it applies to charitable contributions, event planning to not conflict with other large community events, and raffles that might hold interest on a large scale. It also demands some advertising and marketing skills to get the word out about events, the cause and registration details. It may involve telemarketing for donations of time, products, and money. It can be a varied position that offers the feeling of benefiting others, with a sense of accomplishment when reaching a goal.

If fundraising sounds like a job that would interest you, there are several ways to locate these positions. Of course, calling local, regional and national health care facilities, or scouring the want ads might be one way. Another way would be to find a specialized website that specializes in fundraising jobs. They will have the researchers that have compiled a list of positions available in this field from all sources, including some of the larger health care facilities.
Fundraising Career Feature

It is an easy way to find a position that is different from most medical jobs, yet offers the same feeling of helping somebody that jobs nursing offer. Health care jobs take a special type of person and fundraising for medical and health care purposes are no different. If you think this is a position you might find interesting, you just need to find a website that lists fundraising jobs and see what requirements they may have.

While many positions may be volunteer, there are also many executive directors or committee chairs that may be paid occupations. By looking where the fundraising positions are you can find one that will be a rewarding position that offers you a chance to do something good for the community.
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